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"pathol?gical" sexual fetishism. Interested
in what I felt to be a suspiciousness
amongst feminists about sexuality,
femininity and fetishism, I set out to try to
get a better understanding of all three.

Feminiruty seems to come out as a bit of
a bad guy, It's usually a singular Ideal
about women's bodies that is sometimes
unrealistic. In The Stereotype Germaine
Greer descnbes Woman as a highly.
decorated showpiece of a man's
economic/social stature and sexualized
Other, symbolic of all that is not male so
as to further reaffirm his own masculinity.
So as not to mar the surface and interfere
with this masculine projection: "she must
be empty·headed, passive and ironically,
cuntless."

Whilst sexual in every other aspect,
cunts interfered with this Otherness, and being biologICal,
not gleamingly deathless, cunts mean procreation and
mortality. Donna Karan, designer and bestower of
femininity was quoted as saying: "All women are female,
only some can be feminine."

So in the feminist pursuit of being a strong empowered
woman, getting tizzed up in femininity may seem a little
incongruous. Except for a few major things, women enjoy
all the sensual arrayment of femininity and sex. Everyone
likes sex and love, and m doing it we seem to enjoy all the
trappings laid on for it, so much so that it determines our
choice of partners. Sex is fetishistic, we ascribe a thousand
wonderful sentiments to the sensations of attraction,
arousal, love etc. and we popularly believe in love/sex as
a force that descends upon us and controls our lives
that's what makes it so much fun.

A contemporary issue for feminism, resulting in Naomi
Wolf's book The Beauty Myth, is a discomfort amongst
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Simplistically, our ideas are perceived
to be autonomous, the sum of what we
are and the means by which we exist.
This could be applied to contemporary
femimsm, for example in its concepts of
"the patriarchal society". In its analysis, it
identifies a concept, validates it with
examples from" real life" and then
endows it with power by claiming it
affects and constitutes women's lives and
theIr identity.

I am interested in feminism, and much
of what is written seems intrinsically
fetishistic. "Critical thinking about
fetishism is in itself fetishistic." I am also
mterested in the suspicion in feminism of
fetishism, primarily associated with the
so-called pre-feminist fetishization of
women by men. This was a problem as
women saw themselves being fetishized into objects, not
subjects of their own identities.

ObJectification of women has been a traditional feminist
bogeyman, despite the fact that all people are objectIfied
at some point; the question being can we interact as beings
without objectifying others. Empowerment for women
seems to lie in havmg a say about what constitutes
woman-as-object and participating in their own
objectilying 01 others.

The male dominated objectification of women was
primarily seen to be sexua1. As men and women's most
important interactions were seen to be sexual, men set
about specifying what they wanted women to be in this
interaction. My work is trying to deal with this sexual
fetish and the feminist criticism of it, also incorporating
the intrinsically linked aspects of commodity feminism.

My work's central symbol is the cunt. I felt it was female
in the most basic way, and a primary motif in

Fetishism means N a self-consciousness in which the social being of the sub;ect and

the general social creations of human consciousness come to be regarded not as

abstractions, but as concrete reality that determines and even constitutes its creator."
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feminists and many women with sex and femininity. This
has been seen to result in a universal female body~dislike;

responsible for everything from anorexia to low self
esteem. Blame for these conditions has been ascribed to
the media, the fashion industry, the supermodel
phenomenon, pornography and men. Whilst worthily
identifying a problem women seem to have, feminists like
Wolf fetishistically project blame for the whole
phenomenon on these different sources. The argument
seems to go something like this "the media is powerful
they produce images that women can't live up to
therefore women are forced into a feeling of madequacy."

But why do women buy images that make them
allegedly so insecure? Wolf ascribes it to social
conditioning: "you, poor VIctim, are being completely
manipulated and paying for it." And if you happen to be
one of the few women consuming these images of
femininity guilt-free and eating-disorder-free, where do
you fit in? Apparently you are the most deluded and
manipulated woman, and you are buying into your own
body-image slavery without a whimper.

What can't be ignored (whilst some may try) is that a lot
of women really, really like feminine stuff, and consider
themselves feminists, or at least strong women. There
Seems to be a strangely appropriate 'binge and purge'
attitude to femininity amongst many women. It's buy
feminInity wantonly and then feel bad about it, about
yourself, and about an industry that doesn't represent you
the way you want. Femininity Seems to be seen by many
women still as a matter of fitting in, of fitting a perception
of what you are as a woman. Determinmg femininIty in
terms of what women want seems to be an important part
of feminism - not as a conspiracy against women by some
fetishized abstraction, but as recognizing that femininity is
fun and pleasurable and open to interpretation by women.
Instead of rejecting fetishism, it's a matter of making it
work for you, of creating your own fetish.

My aim was to try and create a democratic, woman
friendly fetish-language. I started, ironically, in traditional
ultra-stereotypes of femininity with the pink and the red,
trying to get some insight into the 'Good Girl/Bad Girl'
dichotomy that still gets some mileage. In making them I
felt very trapped, making something [ didn't believe in
and didn't feel was relevant. So I broadened out radically,
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deciding to use any fabric and any shape that interested
me. I realize now that this detracted to an extent, from the
visual exhibition as a whole in that It didn't look like a
completely cohesive body of work.

Idealistically, I felt I might make a language of fetish big
enough to fit any woman, but that is impossible and not
really desirable I think the paint is for women to happily
and confidently, and in the absence of whinging about
waif models, pursue their own little dreams of femininity
in tolerance of everyone else's.

I found the different incarnations of cunt symbol, from
hole to mouth/ cunt, successful. Apart from wanting
something to tie the works together, it interested me as I
could make any shape I wanted and somehow endow it
with femaleness by giving it a satin cunt symbol. I thInk it
embodies a popular sentiment amongst young women
that gender is up for definition, that being female can
mean anything.

The prevalent use of fake fur and velvet and vinyl, apart
from indicators of my own tastes (and lack of) were to fit
into the sex-fetish Idea of displacement, the matenals
being like skin, hair etc. The bright colours and cartoony
style, also my preference, were to try to make them non
threatening, like toys for adults, learning aids for body
angsting women.

Like a lot of things about this body of work, the
technical detractions were part of an intensive learning
process; by using all the different fabrics, [ developed an
understanding of fabric. The plinths were an attempt to
invest somethmg a little more heroic in the eternally limp
50ft works, this will have be addressed in another way.
What can I say, it was an intense learning experience.O
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